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Appendix P:  How Chaps got relieved of duty based on CO�s false written statement 
 
1.  7 Jul 04:  Commanding Officer CAPT James M. Carr writes false written statement in 
letter of instruction to Chaplain (see Appendix F1 and D18) about survey results, stating: 
�more than 70% of respondents had negative or very negative comments about the 
[chaplain�s] program.� 
 
2.  27 Jul 04:  Three weeks later, CMEO survey administrator reports actual survey 
results, writing �Only 37% (80 of 215) of the personnel completing the survey provided 
valued comments [both positive and negative] for at least one of the 11 questions� (p. 
F20) proving the CO�s earlier written statement is false.  Likert scale average of all 9 
survey questions demonstrates 75% of crew respondents actually rated chaplain and his 
programs positive or neutral.  Chaplain initially believes CO's earlier statement to be a  
non-punitive oversight, and doesn't quarrel about it. 
 
3.  18 Feb 05:  CO cites survey results punitively, downgrading Chaplain�s fitness report. 
 
4.  24 Feb 05:  Chaplain checks with CMEO survey administrator, who re-verifies 
numerical survey data by email (see page F18), proving again CO�s statement is false. 
 
5.  2 Mar 05:  Chaplain requests meeting with CO, in presence of XO, RP1, and CMEO 
survey administrator, to confront CO about his false written statement of 7 Jul 04, and 
request he change his statement.  CO turns red, calls Chaplain �delusional� and XO 
escorts Chaplain out of CO�s stateroom. 
 
6.  4 Mar 05:  CO tells Chaplain he discussed survey results with his boss, CCSG12 
RDML J.W. Stevenson Jr., who directed him to remove the Chaplain from the ship.  CO 
directs TAD orders (below) be written to relieve Chaplain of duty and send him ashore.  
Chaplain protests these orders to both XO and CO, but is overruled by CO, citing 
direction by CCSG12, who didn�t interview chaplain before ordering him removed.   
Ship goes underway without Chaplain.  Relieved of duty, Chaplain stands on shore,  
while his church worships at sea on Sunday without him. 
 
7.  11 Mar 05:  Ship returns.  Chaplain meets CO in stateroom with XO.  CO briefs 
chaplain on negative recommendation for Chaplain�s continuation on active duty 
(Appendix G) writing he�d prefer to never serve with the Chaplain again.  CO, XO, and 
Chaplain agree the CO has lost confidence in the Chaplain, and his ministry can no 
longer be effective on the ship.  Chaplain doesn�t threaten lawsuit, but CO says he 
expects one. 
 
8.  14 Mar 05:  TAD orders are extended leaving Chaplain ashore permanently.  Chaplain 
removes belongings from ship. 
 
9.  1 Apr 05:  Chaplain rotates from TAD orders ashore to permanent PCS orders ashore 
to the base chapel. 
 
Conclusion:  RDML J.W. Stevenson Jr. ordered Chaplain relieved of duty and transferred 
ashore, based on CAPT Carr�s verbal defense of his written false written statement. 
Actions by both CAPT Carr and RDML Stevenson communicate to entire crew of the 
USS ANZIO that Chaplain was relieved for misconduct, discrediting Chaplain�s 
character before his church and hundreds of Sailors among whom he�d served faithfully, 
building a reputation of Christian integrity for over two years. 
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ORDERS RELIEVING CHAPLAIN OF DUTY, FIRING HIM FROM USS ANZIO: 

 
           

                 
 
 


